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FAMILY ROOM An oversized sectional sofa from Camerich fits plenty of people. Custom coffee table. &Tradition ‘Shuffle’ side table, Cult. Vintage rug, Smith
Made. Limoges plaster-white pendant lights, Montauk Lighting. Turquoise ceramic sculpture, The DEA Store. Grey bowl, Laura Kincade. BAR (opposite) Navan
Bespoke joinery conceals a bar and dish drawer in this recessed unit, customised with American oak and Calacatta Vagli marble from Granite Marble Works.
Icon tapware, Astra Walker. Lamp and silver sculpture, Laura Kincade. Black and white bowl, Kelly Wearstler.

CHEAT SHEET
Who lives here Nicki and Jack Kalaf with their
children — Archie, 21, Joe, 19, and Maggie, 17 —
plus dog Billie, a long-haired German shepherd.
Style of the home A renovated five-bedroom
house featuring new external architecture and a
cantilevered balcony with views of Bronte Beach.
Location Sydney’s eastern suburbs, land of the
Bidjigal and Gadigal people.
The couple reached out to interior
designer Jillian Dinkel in late 2019 to
discuss carrying out a pre-approved DA plan.
Interior-design work commenced in February
2020 and the build began that October.
All work was complete by September 2021.

TOP
DECK
Crowning this Sydney beach house
are a bar and balcony in hot demand —
from parents who love to entertain and
kids who enjoy a separate entrance
WORDS CARLI PHILIPS PHOTOGRAPHY PABLO VEIGA STYLING ATELIER LAB
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W

ith independent rear access, a

dedicated first floor and a location
that’s just a hop, skip and a jump to
Bronte Beach, any young adult
would be hard-pressed to leave the
nest. And for the three Kalaf
teenagers, the new floor plan of their family home means that
their bedrooms are right by the top-floor bar and balcony,
arguably the best position in the house.
However, it’s a space that can be difficult to access when their
parents, Nicki and Jack, are hosting. “We often claim this as a
‘members only’ area when entertaining – password required! The
teenagers can get quite creative when trying to bypass security…
which would be me!” jokes Nicki. But on a more serious note,
it’s a welcoming home the couple love to share. “The door is
always open for their friends to come and hang,” she says.
When the Kalafs bought the house in 2016, it was in dire
need of help. Built as a red-brick bungalow in the 1930s, it had
been given an unfortunate 1980s renovation, complete with faux
Federation accents, terracotta painted surfaces, mismatched
leadlight windows, glass bricks and dated spa baths. But the
biggest design crime of all was the tiny juliet balconies barely
looking out to the 180-degree ocean views.
Initially, Nicki and Jack did a small renovation that included
a new ground-floor kitchen, living room and bathroom. It was
during this period that Nicki first met interior designer Jillian
Dinkel and the two hit it off immediately. In 2019, Nicki and
Jack asked Sydney firm Smyth & Smyth to do a Development
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FRONT ASPECT (top right) The house was built in the 1930s, but more recent architectural changes had resulted in a very modern envelope. Interior
designer Jillian Dinkel wanted to balance the outside form with more softness inside; taking her inspiration from the curve of the cantilevered balcony,
she integrated arched niches and shapes throughout. STAIRCASE (above left) This ground-floor landing shows off the polished black Japan floors.
Dorothy side table, Tow And Line. Terra vase, Becker Minty. LIVING AREA (opposite) More of a family space, this has a cosier feel. Armchair, client’s own.
Custom leather ottoman, H&J Furniture. Missoni Home ‘Ava 601’ throw, Spence & Lyda. Dark Trees framed artwork (top shelf) by Lilianne Ivins, through
Studio Gallery Melbourne. Balloon white vase (middle shelf), Spence & Lyda. Organics Collection green vase (on tray in foreground), Parterre.
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Application process for the larger works, and then Nicki reached
out to Jillian, who took the reins in conjunction with architect
Maryanne Taskovski and carried the project from DA approval
right through to construction.
Their brief was relatively simple: to lose the Eighties vibe and
turn the house into a modern Australian beach house. Jillian’s
scope involved finessing the interiors, adjusting the spatial plan
and managing all the fixtures, finishes and furniture. At this
point, all the heritage features of the house had been stripped.
“I specialise in redesigning period homes, but this project was
interesting because it already had a modern exterior,” she says.
“I wanted to balance the outside form by introducing a softness
and homeliness inside.”
Jillian tapped into some Spanish Mission style with arched
and panelled timber doors, as well as dark flooring. Taking her
cues from the home’s facade and curving, cantilevered top-floor
balcony by architecture firm Smyth & Smyth, she introduced
cut-out arched niches to the house and placed elements such as
shelves and bench seats inside them. Lighting was key to Jillian’s
design, with the many sconces and pendants she chose differing
from room to room. From Articolo glass ball pendants to the
rattan light (Jillian’s favourite) in the stairwell, the mix was
intended to give each area a unique personality.
In terms of space, the ground floor was already large so there
was no need to expand it. (In the kitchen, Jillian just updated
the existing island bench with a thin steel frame and new
V-groove timber boards painted Dulux Klavier). The areas
running along the western side of the house remained in
position, but on the opposite side of the hallway a bathroom,
two bedrooms and a powder room were demolished to make
way for a spacious main-bedroom suite. “Moving the main
bedroom downstairs and away from the view was met with a
few raised eyebrows, but it meant we could use the upstairs
living area and balcony as a communal space,” says Nicki. On
this level, the timber floorboards were stained black Japan and,
for a seamless look, matched with a uniquely engineered black
floorboard in the ensuite that can withstand water.
As for the first floor, it was a case of gutting and starting
afresh. Though this level can be accessed by an internal staircase,
part of the home’s appeal was its rear stair entry. “It was a huge
drawcard because it enables the kids to come in without
disturbing us. Although Billie [the dog] lets us know when they
arrive home,” laughs Nicki. In addition to the kids’ bedrooms,
there’s a bar area with a dish drawer and sink, and a huge family
room that opens to an expansive deck.
“Maggie’s room has a great built-in bench seat and French
doors with a balcony, Archie’s room opens directly onto the big
deck, and Joe’s room has an integrated desk with ocean views,”
says Jillian. “All their rooms are incredible for different reasons.
Why would they ever want to leave?”
Jillian Dinkel Designs is at jilliandinkel.com or @jilliandinkeldesigns.
Building work by Prekaro Projects at prekaro.com.au

FAMILY ROOM (top) An artwork by Ash Holmes reinforces the relaxed coastal feel. Cushions, Greg Natale. KITCHEN (above left) While the layout
stayed pretty much the same, the details have changed. The island bench is Corian and its new V-groove timber boards are painted Dulux Klavier with
handles by MadeMeasure. Gaggenau ovens, Winnings. Pendant, About Space. Pinch ‘Avery’ stools, Spence & Lyda. Serax papier-mâché plate, Becker Minty.
DINING AREA (opposite) Carl Hansen & Søn ‘CH36’ chairs were chosen for the custom Trim table by The Wood Room. Apparatus ‘Trapeze’ pendant light,
Criteria Collection. Murano glass vase, Conley & Co. Urn, Parterre. Serax ceramic bowl, Spence & Lyda. Marble bowl, Greg Natale. Artwork by Martine Emdur.
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good news
The home has deep eaves over the
windows and recycled timber cladding
and decking, as well as a rainwater
tank. To reduce the carbon footprint,
Jill collaborated with local craftsmen
on furniture and sourced vintage rugs.

lessons learnt
“ Trusting the designer
and spending money on
high-quality fixtures
and finishes is worth it”
NICKI KALAF, HOMEOWNER

“We lived in the house before embarking on
the major renovation, partly because we
wanted to see where we spent the most
time and how the seasons dictated the
light in all of the entertaining areas. I’m so
glad we did. And even though we tried not
to make any adjustments mid-build, we did
change the exterior timber cladding and
joinery in the laundry during the process.
However, Jill handled it effortlessly.”

MAGGIE’S ENSUITE (top left) All the wet areas sport Calacatta Vagli marble from Granite Marble Works; this one also has wall tiles in Beechwood vein-cut
limestone from Surface Gallery. Assemble tapware, Astra Walker. Fizi pendant light, Articolo. Sculpture by Bettina Willner, through Saint Cloche gallery.
POWDER ROOM (top right) A vintage mirror from 1stdibs is a great fit in this moody space. The special wall finish is Porter’s Fresco in Caspian Sea, carried
out by Hermosa Painting Finishes. Apparatus ‘Vanity’ sconce, Criteria Collection. Ceramic vessel, The DEA Store. Missoni hand towel, Spence & Lyda.
MAIN ENSUITE (above and opposite) Jillian designed a steel door to the shower so it can be sealed off for use as a steam room. Icon basin, Astra Walker.
Apparatus ‘Talisman 1 Sconce’, Criteria Collection. Tall vase, Laura Kincade. Artwork by Peter Summers, through Studio Gallery Group. Flooring, Mafi.
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MAIN BEDROOM (this page and opposite left) Relocated to the ground
floor, this new room has a striking Willow four-poster bed from GlobeWest.
Aerin ‘Fontaine’ double sconce, Montauk Lighting. Pearl side table, Zuster.
Ceramic bowl, The DEA Store. Bookends, Apparatus Studio. Missoni Home
‘Ava 601’ throw, Spence & Lyda. Timothy Oulton ‘Cabana’ armchair, Coco
Republic. Agra rug, The Rug Establishment. Artwork by Luke Sciberras.
LAUNDRY (opposite right) The Kalafs didn’t skimp on the quality of the
materials in this space either, choosing more American oak and Calacatta
Vagli marble for the cabinetry. Figurine, Parterre. Vintage bowl, 506070.
Brass vessel, Laura Kincade. Missoni hand towels, Spence & Lyda.

‘The main bedroom was
partly inspired by the couple’s
ski holidays in Aspen — with
a confident use of timber,
marble, velvet and linen”
JILLIAN DINKEL, INTERIOR DESIGNER

CLOCKWISE (from top) Apparatus ‘Trapeze’ pendant light in Black/Brass, POA, Criteria Collection. Apparatus ‘Talisman 1’ sconce in Grey Jade/Brass, POA,
Criteria Collection. Timothy Oulton ‘Cabana’ armchair in Yeti Beige, from $2795, Coco Republic. Calacatta Viola stone surface, POA, Artedomus. Dorothy
side table in Red/Grey, $3000, Tow And Line. Coiled Sculpture #2 object by Coe Studio, $2200, Tow And Line. French terracotta confit pot in Yellow Glaze,
*$646, Pamono. Niemeyer large marble bowl in Merlot, $1050, Greg Natale. Pia oak dining chair with woven papercord seat, $2500, Great Dane Furniture.
Balloon Vase 04 ceramic in Raw White by Louise Roe, $495, Spence & Lyda. Bryant table lamp in Bronze/White, POA, Bloomingdales.
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*CURRENCY CONVERSION CORRECT AT TIME OF PRINTING. ADDITIONAL PRODUCT SOURCING: CORINA KOCH

GREAT FINDS

